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Q.1. Seen passage:                                                                                                                           [5M] 

A] Read the passage carefully and answer the questions given below: 

 The brown doves looked at the crow, and said, “Hey grey bird! What are you doing here? Go away! 

This is our tree. You are too colourless to sit near us.” The crow flew away and hid in another tree, nearby. 

The brown doves laughed and shouted at him, “Colourless grey bird!” the crow quietly sat in the other tree, 

and thought, “Sigh! I wish I were colourful!” The brown doves were chirping and fluttering in their tree, when 

a hunter came through the forest and saw them. “Hmm, these are lovely birds,” he thought, “I will get a lot of 

money for them.” 

a) Who looked at the crow?    Ans: ______________________________ 

b) The __________ quietly sat in the other tree. (Fill in the blank) 

c) Who came through the forest and saw doves? Ans: ______________________________ 

d) What will hunter get for the brown birds?  Ans: ______________________________ 

e) Find out the antonym for word „colourfull‟ from the passage. Ans: ___________________ 

B] Q.1. Study the poem given below and answer the questions:       [5M] 

 White sheep, white sheep, 

 On a blue hill, 

 When the wind stops, 

 You all stand still. 

 When the wind blows, 

 You walk away slow. 

 White sheep, white sheep, 

 Where do you go? 

a) Find out the antonym for „starts‟ from the poem.  Ans: ________________________ 

b) Find out the rhyming word of „blow‟ from poem.  Ans: ________________________ 

c) What stands still?      Ans: ________________________ 

d) What is the colour of clouds?     Ans: ________________________ 

e) In a poem ________________ are compared with a white ship. (Fill in the blank) 

Q-2) Give meanings:           [3M] 

 

1) Dense: ____________________________________________________________________________ 

 

2) Wind: ____________________________________________________________________________ 

 

3) Chirping: __________________________________________________________________________ 

 

 



Q-3) Make sentences:           [3M] 

 

1) Hill: ________________________________________________________________________________ 

 

2) Lovely: _____________________________________________________________________________ 

 

3) Tired:  ______________________________________________________________________________ 

 

Q-4) Answer the following in one or two words:       ]3M] 

1) What does white sheep symbolizes? 

 

Ans: ________________________________________________________________________________ 

 

 2) Who spread a net below the tree? 

 

Ans: ________________________________________________________________________________ 

  

3) What does the blue hill stand for? 

Ans: ________________________________________________________________________________ 

 

Q.5. State whether the following sentences are True or False.     [3M] 

1) A crow was not useful for the hunter. – __________ 

2) The brown doves allowed crow to sit near them. – ___________ 

3) The white sheep is on a blue hill. – ___________  

Q.6. Answer the following.          [4M] 

1) Why did the hunter want to catch the birds? 

Ans: ________________________________________________________________________________ 

_____________________________________________________________________________________ 

 2) What does speaker wants to know at the end of the poem „clouds‟? 

Ans: ________________________________________________________________________________ 

_____________________________________________________________________________________ 

Q.7. Do as directed:           [10M] 

1) Circle the correct article (a/an/the) in each sentence. 

a) I am reading (a/an) story book. 

b) (The/an) river is full of water. 

c) He is (a/an) honest man. 

2) Write the names of the colour that are generally used to describe these things: 

a) Tomato: __________________ 

b) Lemon: ___________________ 

c) Moon: ____________________ 

 



3) Underline the describing words in sentences given below: 

a) The small puppies walked over the grass. 

b) Mary has some pretty shoes. 

c) They lived in a grand palace. 

d) The plant has purple flowers. 

Q.8. Look at the picture and answer the questions given below:     [4M] 

 

 
 

 [ a ball,  two, a boy, a girl ] 

1) How many animals can you see in the picture? 

Ans: ____________________ 

2) Who is reading a book? 

Ans: ____________________ 

3) Who is playing with the cars? 

Ans: ____________________ 

4) What the puppy wants to catch? 

Ans: _____________________ 

 

 

 

 


